Thank you for being part of our GS1 healthcare community!

*Safer, more efficient care starts with a simple scan*

Mike Rose, Vice-President Supply Chain Visibility, Johnson & Johnson
GS1 Healthcare Tri-Chair
A week of learning and inspiration...

- Our 32nd conference
- More than 330 attendees from 40 countries
- 60+ international and local speakers
- 17 exhibitors and sponsors
To our hosts – GS1 US...

- Siobhan O'Bara
- Greg Bylo
- Adrian Bailey
- Jennifer Cohee
- Beth Gibson
- Salil Joshi
- Annette Pomponio
- Olivia Ritchie
- Jessica Slotman
- Peter Sturtevant
And the team from GS1 Global Office

Those here in Chicago and those supporting from afar...

- Ulrike Kreysa
- Peter Alvarez
- Therese Ankeraa
- Chuck Biss
- Christian Hay
- Dominic Lang

- Kelly Lerch
- Geraldine Lissalde-Bonnet
- Sophie Molle
- Craig Alan Repec
- Tania Snioch
- Els van der Wilden
Thank you also to...

- Every one of the presenters
- All of the conference sponsors and exhibitors
- The team at H.U.T. GmbH
And to our attendees – Thank you for your participation!

We hope you leave this conference empowered by what you have learned and excited to continue working together to make a difference in healthcare!

Please remember...

*Safer, more efficient care starts with a simple scan*